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Dale and Duration

Participants

File Accession

: September 18 , 20'lB (40 mins)

:Class ll A-E

: lntra-Class Activities

Name ofthe Activity/ Event: Mai Bhi Kavi

Theme : Hindi Hamai lvlatrabasha

Organized by : R.D.P.S

Venue : GLH snnT FT,
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Obiectiv,-s:

. Tl demonstrate proficiency in oraiory skills ofihe learners.

. To develop memorizaiion skills and phonemic awareness.

. r o promote their moral and social domains

. lo bujld confidence and appdse them with the importance for Hindi language.

Description:

"A cor,ntry that does not take pride in its language and literature can never progress.,,

-Dr. Rajendra Prasad

Rhymes can prove to be an instrument stepping stone for young children to develop their skils and

boosl their confidence. Keeping this in mind, an activity Hindi Poem Recitation "l\4ai Bhi Kavi" was

conc ucted on the theme " HAQIIAAABIJIAI&AE ". The sig nificance and im portance of the

r.other language was discussed. The children recited the poem expressing their love for ihe mother

tonljue. Their love and respect for mother tongue were reflecied through their poems in their respective

cla!ses out of which best five were selected from each section. The finalist from all the sections recited

it w,th captivating and appropriate props. All the padicipants padicipated with great zeal and

confidence. The best five reciters were awarded on the basis of culture, confidence clarity and

communication. The activity was a great learning experience for everyone .All the students wete

appreciated for their praiseworthy effofts- ln whole, the activity catered to the social and moral domains

of the learners.
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